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Summary:
Looking to bless your ears and feed your brain the sonic genius your favorite musician’s recor

If you’re sitting, strolling, painting...even mowing the lawn...and you require an Accurate, U
The MDR-7506 boasts a frequency ra...
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Article Body:
Looking to bless your ears and feed your brain the sonic genius your favorite musician’s recor

If you’re sitting, strolling, painting...even mowing the lawn...and you require an Accurate, U

The MDR-7506 boasts a frequency range from 10Hz to 20kHz. In other words, very low frequencies

I’ve owned these headphones for 7 years. Need I say more? Let me say it again. I’ve owned thes

Our daughter was born almost 5 years ago, we would rock her to sleep, and then I was a rocksta

electric guitars, sampling/ rhythm sequencer, accoustic drums (mic’d), synthesizer, recorder/m
These phones have treated me well with clear clean reproduction of what I’ve put into them. I

The foam padded ’closed ear cups’ essentially focus what you’re listening to where you want it

The closed cups also help to prevent ambient (room, yard, gym) sounds from entering your sound
Another point about volume vs. sound quality and aural health:

With quality sound transducers that are capable of accurately reproducing the complete frequen

Headphones are more of a sound quality experience. An.."oh! I’ve never heard that before..or t

The MDR-7506 phones fold up into about a palm sized package and go neatly into a supplied pouc
The cord is an 8’-10’ recoil cord with ’UniMatch’ plug. Which means it has a 1/8" stereo plug
Not really intended for physical activities. Have lost these off the top of my head from time
MDR-7506 headphones with pouch -unbeatable@under $100.

ps
Don’t even mess with those little phones with foamy ear thingys that sort of sit over you ears

Ear buds are good if you’re jogging or playing tennis. They shouldn’t fall out, and won’t fall
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